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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Pursuant to the directions set forth in the Amended Scoping Memo and Ruling of Assigned 

Commissioner and Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ Scoping Memo”) issued on May 14, 2018, 

the California Community Choice Association (“CalCCA”) respectfully submits the following 

comments on the Integrated Resources Plans (“IRP”) submitted by Load Serving Entities 

(“LSEs”).  

CalCCA has been an active participant in the IRP proceeding, representing interests of 

California’s community choice aggregators (“CCAs”). CCAs are local government agencies that 

provide electricity generation service to their customers, while the incumbent Investor Owned 

Utilities (“IOUs”) continue to provide distribution, transmission, and billing services to the same 

customers. CCAs are regulated by their local governing boards, who solely have the authority over 

CCA procurement decisions and policies, unless expressly authorized otherwise by statute.1  

                                                 
1 Public Utilities Code Section 366.2(a)(5). 
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On August 1, 2018, all operational members of CalCCA submitted their board-approved 

IRPs to the Commission for certification, pursuant to Public Utilities Code Section 454.52(b)(3). 

CalCCA provides the comments below as a summary of the IRPs submitted by the operational 

CCAs. CalCCA’s analysis demonstrates that all CCAs' IRPs have met the statutory requirements 

of Public Utilities Code Sections 454.52(b)(3) and 454.52(a)(1), and the Commission should 

certify all CCAs' IRPs. 

CalCCA and its operational members are glad to be partnering with the Commission in this 

planning process, especially during this IRP cycle to test the feasibility of the process and help 

identify ways to improve future IRP cycles. The CCAs completed the templates to the best of their 

abilities. However, as CalCCA indicates in the Lessons Learned section of this filing, there are 

many improvements that need to be made to the templates to help LSEs standardize their reporting, 

and to accommodate the market reality of resource procurement, contracting, and delivery 

practices by all LSEs. Furthermore, the analyses provided in the comments are based on tentative 

projections of load forecasts and procurement, and are subject to change based on items including 

CCA board and customer preferences, market dynamics, regulatory changes, and technology 

development.  

CalCCA's comments focus on the conforming portfolios submitted by the CCAs and 

approved by their governing boards. Consistent with the directives provided by Decision (“D.”) 

18-02-018, CCAs filed Standard and Alternative LSE Plans based on the “mid Baseline mid AAEE 

mid AAPV” version of Form 1.1c of the California Energy Commission’s (“CEC”) 2017 IEPR 
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load forecast, the “Finalizing ALJ Ruling,”2 or from CCA-specific load forecasts.3 CalCCA’s 

analysis revealed the findings below: 

1. All of the CCAs’ IRPs are projected to meet the GHG emissions benchmarks 

assigned based on the methodology developed by the California Air Resources 

Board (“CARB”) and the Commission; 

2. All the IRPs submitted by CCAs show that their portfolios are projected to meet 

the RPS requirement in 2020, as well as in 2030; 

3. All the CCAs’ IRPs demonstrate that they are projected to meet the long-term RPS 

contracting requirement in 2021; 

4. The amount of large hydro required to meet the total load served by CCAs is 

feasible and cost-effective; 

5. The aggregated portfolio of new resources projected by CCAs in 2030 aligns with 

the Commission’s Reference System Portfolio; and  

6. All the CCAs have worked diligently to comply with applicable RA requirements, 

completing numerous solicitation processes and related transactions. 

II. BACKGROUND  

CCA is a model that allows communities to join together to purchase electricity on behalf 

of their community members. Under Public Utilities Code Section 366.2(a)(5), the governing 

boards of CCAs are solely responsible for generation procurement activities conducted on behalf 

of their customers, unless the statute expressly authorizes other generation procurement. For 

                                                 
2The “Finalizing ALJ Ruling” refers to the Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Finalizing Load Forecasts and 
Greenhouse Gas Benchmarks for Individual Integrated Resource Plan Filings, dated June 18, 2018, in R.16-02-007.  
3For instance, MCE’s recent expansion in Contra Costa County, the 2019 retail sales forecast was used as the 
baseline for MCE’s IRP submission.  
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instance, CCAs have to comply with the Renewable Portfolio Standard (“RPS”) because it is a 

legislature mandated program that is applicable to all LSEs. 

Many CCAs in California have been founded by local communities to accelerate the 

reduction of Greenhouse Gas (“GHG”) emissions through renewable generation resource 

procurement and other energy programs at affordable rates. To achieve these ambitious goals, 

CCAs have rate offerings that are competitive with the offerings by the IOUs, and higher 

renewable or GHG-free content than the products offered by the IOUs. Many CCAs offer 100-

percent renewable or GHG-free products that have slightly higher premiums than their default 

products. To date, all CCAs have met applicable RPS procurement mandates, and certain CCAs 

are well ahead of the procurement mandates that will apply in 2020 and beyond.4  

III. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL LSE’S PLANS 

The following analyses summarize the data filed in the IRP proceeding by CalCCA’s 

operational members. The results shown in the calculations below are based on the Conforming 

Portfolios filed by the respective CCA programs. Various portfolio modeling tools were used in 

preparing the plans, depending on the CCA (e.g., production cost models, portfolio planning 

models), but all were intended to align with the Commission’s Reference System Plan and 

Reference System Portfolio.5 As stated above, the load forecasts underlying the plans were based 

on the “mid Baseline mid AAEE mid AAPV” version of Form 1.1c of the California Energy 

Commission’s (“CEC”) 2017 IEPR load forecast, the Finalizing ALJ Ruling, or from CCA-

specific load forecasts. 

                                                 
4 Public Utilities Code Section 399.11(a). 
5 See D. 18-02-018 at pages 85-87. 
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A. Analysis of CCA IRPs 

To better understand the breakdown of CCA resources by contracting status, location, 

expected contract timing, and whether such resources are new or existing, the submitted data are 

summarized into three categories: 

1.   Capacity for all currently contracted positions with existing resources that have a 

California Independent System Operator (“CAISO”) resource ID or Western Electricity 

Coordinating Council (“WECC”) California Energy Commission (“CEC”) RPS ID; 

2.   Capacity for all future positions (reflecting the anticipated contracting efforts of 

CCAs) with existing resources that have a CAISO resource ID or WECC CEC RPS ID; 

and 

3.   Capacity for either contracted or future resources that are “new build,” meaning 

resources that currently do not have a CAISO resource ID or WECC CEC RPS ID.6 

In aggregate, these categories reflect the planning considerations currently undertaken by 

operational CCAs named in this public comment. Consistent with best practices, the CCAs have 

set forth planned resources, both from new and existing generators or storage facilities, reflective 

of CCA policy and applicable regulatory requirements. While the plans show resources by 

expected technology type and location, the specific resources that will be utilized are determined 

through the respective procurement efforts of each CCA within the market. More specifically, the 

resources utilized by CCAs will be those identified through various solicitations and their 

corresponding responses. When such solicitations are administered, proposed project opportunities 

                                                 
6 This includes future feed-in tariff projects and distributed solar. 
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will be evaluated based on cost, relative value, portfolio fit, location, and other considerations that 

may be important to the CCAs that are considering such opportunities.  

With this in mind, the information reflected in filed resource plans is indicative of each 

CCA’s intent and board-approved procurement policies, but actual and eventual portfolio 

compositions may differ from such plans. CalCCA notes that in some cases, the templates required 

to be utilized for the IRP imply greater resolution and specificity than what is inherent in long-

term resource planning. Over the 12-year planning horizon reflected in the CCA plans, resource 

selection may change over time based on regulatory, market, and technological changes. CCAs 

have made best efforts to complete the templates in a manner that reflects the types of resources 

anticipated to be utilized. However, specific resource attributes, particularly location and 

technology type, are generally not predetermined, and the locations specified in the templates may 

vary from those ultimately incorporated within each CCAs portfolio.  

Further, most CCAs constructed their energy supply portfolios by procuring a mix of short- 

and long-term renewable and GHG-free physical energy and market index-based energy supply 

products. Physical and market index-based supply contracts for bundled renewable and GHG-free 

products can be sourced from a single resource or a portfolio of resources with the specified 

deliveries measured in MWhs. Since hourly energy deliveries and unit capacity values are usually 

not specified in contracts supplied from a portfolio of resources, CCAs converted their annual 

energy deliveries into contracted capacity in MWs, using the defined capacity factors in the 

RESOLVE model.  However, as stated earlier, it is challenging to calculate a capacity value of an 

individual resource from an energy only contract that is delivering from multiple resources and 
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technologies or from unspecified resources as determined by the seller. Due to these challenges, 

the MW figures are the best estimates.7 

Due to the broad guidance provided in the dashboard of the Clean Net Short (“CNS”) GHG 

Calculator, in completing the templates, generic existing (known resources without specified 

deliveries), existing (known resources with specified deliveries and capacity), and planned/future 

(unknown resources) wind and solar resources within the CAISO balancing area were respectively 

entered either as CAISO_Wind_ for_CAISO, or CAISO_Solar_for_CAISO. Other resources with 

reasonably anticipated locations (e.g., Tehachapi_Wind, Westlands_Solar) or technology types 

(e.g., geothermal, biomass), as examples, were listed in the appropriate categories. However, as 

stated earlier, since energy deliveries and unit capacity values are contracted in MWh, the MW 

figures calculated in the tables are the best estimates.  

1. Contracted Positions with Existing Resources 

As shown in Table 1 below, the majority of CCA contracted supply in 2018 came from 

Large Hydro, which also included Asset-Controlling Supplier (“ACS”) contracts. Out of a total 

8,100 MW of contracted positions in 2018, approximately 4,000 MW equivalent of Large 

Hydro/ACS resources are already contracted for delivery.8  This outcome reflects the aggressive 

                                                 
7 See PG&E Advice Letter 5294-E and 5360-E, 2018 Bundled RPS Energy Sale Solicitation; Power Purchase and 
Sale Agreements Between PG&E and Multiple Buyers. The sale solicitation culminated in 5,378,919 MWhs of 
energy being sold to seven buyers, with energy coming from approximately 43 RPS-eligible facilities from four 
different technologies, located in various parts of California. The buyers are guaranteed annual deliveries, but 
resource capacity value, hourly delivery volumes, and scheduling of energy are not provided. These two solicitations 
provide a total approximately 8,300 GWhs of energy where hourly delivery information is not made available to off-
takers. 
 
8 Large hydro capacity is likely overstated due to conversion of annual energy deliveries into MW using 
RESOLVE’s 30% capacity factor. 
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GHG reduction policies of several of the largest CCAs, whose governing boards emphasize the 

use of GHG-free resources, including RPS-eligible renewable energy and large hydro energy.  

Wind and solar make up most of the remaining volumes in 2018, with expected capacities 

of approximately 2,700 MW and 1,200 MW, respectively.  With the exception of a few contracts, 

on average, a large percentage of the 2018 wind and solar resources are supplied via contracts that 

may allow the seller flexibility in sourcing the renewable energy. Resources contractually 

obligated to deliver such renewable energy are either identified as known resources or as a 

portfolio of possible generators, both of which do not specify resource-specific volumes.  The 

specific resources used to deliver the renewable energy are identified prior to or during the delivery 

of related Renewable Energy Certificates (“RECs”), which are transferred, tracked and retired 

through Western Renewable Energy Generation Information System (“WREGIS”). Consistent 

with the risk management practices of many CCAs, total contracted volumes decrease over time, 

declining to 1,227 MW in 2022, 583 MW in 2026, and 527 MW in 2030.  In addition, many CCAs 

are newly formed and have not yet conducted long-term procurement with existing resources. 

Again, many CCAs have established governing board-approved renewable energy contracting 

guidelines that are intended to balance exposure to market conditions at any singular point in time 

with the ongoing interest in maintaining relatively high levels of renewable energy supply. Such 

policies generally prescribe renewable procurement guidelines that emphasize certainty of supply 

during the near-term planning horizon while leaving predetermined open positions over the longer 

term. This is intended to allow for future procurement efforts that will spread price, technological 

and policy-related risks. Chart 1 below graphically illustrates the existing contracts totaling more 

than 50 MW by year, resource type, and/or location. 
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Table 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Capacity Inputs (MW)
Candidate Resource Type 2018 2022 2026 2030
Battery Storage Storage 2              -           -           -           
Pumped Storage Storage -           -           -           -           
Large Hydro/ACS Large Hydro 4,037      321          -           -           
Nuclear Nuclear -           -           -           -           
CAISO_Wind_for_CAISO Wind 1,566      209          5              5              
SW_Wind_for_CAISO Wind -           -           -           -           
Contracted_NW_Wind Wind 556          -           -           -           
Northern_California_Wind Wind 280          -           -           -           
Solano_Wind Wind 71            46            46            46            
Central_Valley_North_Los_Banos_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Greater_Carrizo_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Tehachapi_Wind Wind 27            55            55            55            
Kramer_Inyokern_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Southern_California_Desert_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Riverside_East_Palm_Springs_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Greater_Imperial_Wind Wind -           12            -           -           
Distributed_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Baja_California_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Pacific_Northwest_Wind Wind 185          -           -           -           
NW_Ext_Tx_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Idaho_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Utah_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Wyoming_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Southern_Nevada_Northwest_Arizona_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Arizona_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
New_Mexico_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
SW_Ext_Tx_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
CAISO_Solar_for_CAISO Solar 769          380          335          330          
SW_Solar_for_CAISO Solar -           -           -           -           
IID_Solar_for_CAISO Solar -           -           -           -           
Northern_California_Solar Solar 115          -           -           -           
Solano_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Central_Valley_North_Los_Banos_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Westlands_Solar Solar 70            70            70            70            
Greater_Carrizo_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Tehachapi_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Kramer_Inyokern_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Mountain_Pass_El_Dorado_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Southern_California_Desert_Solar Solar 37            -           -           -           
Riverside_East_Palm_Springs_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Greater_Imperial_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Baja_California_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Utah_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Southern_Nevada_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Arizona_Solar Solar 59            -           -           -           
New_Mexico_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Distributed_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Geothermal Geothermal 102          85            50            -           
Biomass Biomass 54            9              9              8              
Small Hydro Small Hydro 79            40            13            13            
Subtotal Wind 2,685      322          106          106          
Subtotal Solar 1,050      450          405          400          
Total 8,009      1,227      583          527          

Contracted with Existing Resources (MW) - Resources with CAISO Resource 
ID or WECC CEC-RPS-ID
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Chart 1 

 

2. Future Contracts with Existing Resources 

As most of the near-term procurement has already occurred in 2018, Table 2 below shows 

the bulk of future contracts from existing resources coming in 2022, 2026, and 2030, with 

approximately 6,600 MW, 6,300 MW, and 6,200 MW of respective total volumes in those years.  

Most of the volumes are expected to be sourced from Large Hydro/ACS resources, which average 

approximately 71% of the total projected volumes in 2022, 2026, and 2030.  Wind production 

averages approximately 1,370 MW, and solar averages 339 MW in those same years.  Geothermal, 

biomass, and small hydro also make modest contributions to the renewable resource portfolio of 

operational CCAs throughout these years.  Chart 2 below graphically illustrates future contracts 

totaling more than 50 MW by year and resource type. 
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Table 2 

 

Capacity Inputs (MW)
Candidate Resource Type 2018 2022 2026 2030
Battery Storage Storage -           -           -           -          
Pumped Storage Storage -           -           -           -          
Large Hydro/ACS Large Hydro 280          4,975      4,442      4,283      
Nuclear Nuclear -           -           -           -          
CAISO_Wind_for_CAISO Wind 34            364          384          434         
SW_Wind_for_CAISO Wind -           -           -           -          
Contracted_NW_Wind Wind -           412          412          412         
Northern_California_Wind Wind -           99            84            68           
Solano_Wind Wind -           326          369          406         
Central_Valley_North_Los_Banos_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Greater_Carrizo_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Tehachapi_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Kramer_Inyokern_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Southern_California_Desert_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Riverside_East_Palm_Springs_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Greater_Imperial_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Distributed_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Baja_California_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Pacific_Northwest_Wind Wind -           131          112          91           
NW_Ext_Tx_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Idaho_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Utah_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Wyoming_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Southern_Nevada_Northwest_Arizona_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
Arizona_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
New_Mexico_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
SW_Ext_Tx_Wind Wind -           -           -           -          
CAISO_Solar_for_CAISO Solar 120          94            165          184         
SW_Solar_for_CAISO Solar -           -           -           -          
IID_Solar_for_CAISO Solar -           -           -           -          
Northern_California_Solar Solar -           87            74            61           
Solano_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Central_Valley_North_Los_Banos_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Westlands_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Greater_Carrizo_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Tehachapi_Solar Solar -           50            81            51           
Kramer_Inyokern_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Mountain_Pass_El_Dorado_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Southern_California_Desert_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Riverside_East_Palm_Springs_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Greater_Imperial_Solar Solar -           19            19            19           
Baja_California_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Utah_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Southern_Nevada_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Arizona_Solar Solar -           44            38            31           
New_Mexico_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Distributed_Solar Solar -           -           -           -          
Geothermal Geothermal -           5              105          161         
Biomass Biomass -           7              2              -          
Small Hydro Small Hydro -           13            36            32           
Subtotal Wind 34            1,332      1,360      1,412      
Subtotal Solar 120          294          376          346         
Total 434          6,626      6,322      6,233      

Future Contracts (including Recontracting) with Existing Resources (MW) - 
Resources with CAISO Resource ID or WECC CEC-RPS-ID
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Chart 2 

 
 
 Table 2 and Chart 2 above show that the expected use of Large Hydro/ACS peaks in 2022 

at approximately 5,000 MW.  This includes a combination of Out-of-State Large Hydro, Existing 

CAISO Large Hydro, and ACS resources.  Table 1 above shows a total of approximately 4,000 

MW of contracted Large Hydro/ACS in 2018, which means about 1,000 MW of additional Large 

Hydro/ACS capacity is planned for utilization by all CCAs in aggregate in 2022.  

There is little doubt that the future procurement plans are feasible.  The RESOLVE model 

documents 7,844 MW of large hydro capacity within CAISO with another 4,766 MW within other 

regions of California (e.g., Imperial Irrigation District and Los Angeles Department of Water and 

Power), and 38,370 MW within the Northwest and Southwest regions.9 10  As already indicated, 

approximately 4,000 MW of Large Hydro/ACS is already under contract in 2018 and more than 

adequate capacity should be available in future years based on expected re-contracting and the 

                                                 
9 See CPUC RESOLVE IRP Inputs and Assumptions 
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/uploadedFiles/CPUCWebsite/Content/UtilitiesIndustries/Energy/EnergyPrograms/ElectPow
erProcurementGeneration/LTPP/2017/RESOLVE_CPUC_IRP_Inputs_Assumptions_2017-05-15.pdf 
10 Approximately 4,600 MW of the CAISO large hydro capacity is owned and/or contracted with PG&E (3,569 
MW) and SCE (1,013 MW).  See: https://www.energy.ca.gov/almanac/renewables_data/hydro/ 

 -
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large amount of capacity in the RESOLVE model.  Even assuming that the entire 1,000 MW of 

additional hydro resources planned by CCAs are expected from out-of-state Large Hydro, adequate 

transmission capacity appears available to meet those needs. More specifically, there is 4,800 

MW11 and 3,100 MW12 of transmission capacity at the California Oregon Intertie and Pacific DC 

Intertie, respectively, which can adequately meet the planned CCA demands.  There is additional 

transmission capacity in southern California that can be utilized to import hydro-electric power 

from areas outside of California including Nevada. 

The use of large hydro in CCAs’ portfolios enables rate payers to have clean energy in a 

cost-effective manner.  While the majority of the hydro power in the Pacific Northwest is used to 

serve customers in the Northwest, surplus has been sold to load serving entities in California for 

decades.  With approximately 46,000 MW of hydro capability in the Pacific Northwest, this has 

enabled California to displace thermal resources while also providing reliability needs and 

Resource Adequacy in California.13 Since the 1960’s, California has shared in the investments in 

the transmission infrastructure allowing transfer capability to be optimized, providing the 

exchange of electricity resources taking advantage of the diversity of resources and providing 

annual and seasonal opportunities.  California should continue to utilize these investments of 

these valuable assets.  

  With the passing of SB 100, ensuring a low-carbon future, the exchange and resource 

capabilities of the Pacific Northwest should continue to be valuable assets in supporting the 

integration of renewables.  The flexibility and storage capability of the existing Northwest hydro 

                                                 
11 WECC Path Rating Catalog, February 2013. 
12 WECC Path Rating Catalog, February 2015. 
13 Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp. Dept. of Market Monitoring, Q2 Report on Market Issues and Performance at 
pages 18-19, Sept. 25, 2017. 
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system provides the opportunity for daily coordination for the timing of California’s solar 

oversupply and ramping needs.  In as recent as 2015, Northwest hydro served roughly 5% of 

California’s load and saved 6 million MT of GHG emissions when compared to efficient gas 

power plants.  These imports reduced California’s electricity GHG emissions by ~7.14 Although 

resources, LSEs and markets have evolved over time, the diversity of the systems continue to 

provide great opportunities to provide economic, environmental and reliability benefits in both 

regions. 

3. Existing and Future Contracts with New Builds 

As can be seen in Table 3 below, the majority of resources from new build projects are 

expected to come from solar generating resources totaling approximately 6,000 MW in 2030, and 

2,600 MW of wind in 2030, out of a total 9,900 MW.  Significant investments in battery storage 

are planned with 316 MW of capacity available in 2022, increasing to 930 MW in 2030.  The large 

increase between 2022 and 2030 can be attributable to expectations that battery storage prices will 

be declining with time and, therefore, will be increasingly utilized with the resource portfolios of 

CCA entities as such investments become more cost effective.15  297 MW of new geothermal and 

5 MW of new biomass are also expected in 2030.  Chart 3 below graphically shows the existing 

and future contracts totaling more than 50 MW with new build resources by year and resource 

type. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
14 Slide 6, NW Hydro and Flexible Capacity, Public Generating Pool presentation, October 31, 2017. 
15 The International Energy Agency 2017 World Energy Outlook states that since 2010, battery costs have gone 
down by 40%.  In line with industry forecasts, the RESOLVE model’s levelized costs for battery storage also 
suggests a long-term declining trend. 
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Table 3 

 

Capacity Inputs (MW)
Candidate Resource Type 2018 2022 2026 2030
Battery Storage Storage -           316          864          930          
Pumped Storage Storage -           -           -           -           
Large Hydro/ACS Large Hydro -           -           -           -           
Nuclear Nuclear -           -           -           -           
CAISO_Wind_for_CAISO Wind -           -           -           -           
SW_Wind_for_CAISO Wind -           -           -           -           
Contracted_NW_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Northern_California_Wind Wind -           77            305          310          
Solano_Wind Wind -           374          739          807          
Central_Valley_North_Los_Banos_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Greater_Carrizo_Wind Wind -           119          119          119          
Tehachapi_Wind Wind -           130          149          153          
Kramer_Inyokern_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Southern_California_Desert_Wind Wind -           120          120          120          
Riverside_East_Palm_Springs_Wind Wind -           100          100          100          
Greater_Imperial_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Distributed_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Baja_California_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Pacific_Northwest_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
NW_Ext_Tx_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Idaho_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Utah_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Wyoming_Wind Wind -           -           -           150          
Southern_Nevada_Northwest_Arizona_Wind Wind -           -           -           -           
Arizona_Wind Wind -           -           -           75            
New_Mexico_Wind Wind -           420          638          638          
SW_Ext_Tx_Wind Wind -           150          150          150          
CAISO_Solar_for_CAISO Solar -           -           -           -           
SW_Solar_for_CAISO Solar -           -           -           -           
IID_Solar_for_CAISO Solar -           -           -           -           
Northern_California_Solar Solar 4              503          634          637          
Solano_Solar Solar -           179          179          179          
Central_Valley_North_Los_Banos_Solar Solar -           935          1,285      1,285      
Westlands_Solar Solar -           593          841          841          
Greater_Carrizo_Solar Solar -           -           300          300          
Tehachapi_Solar Solar -           213          247          277          
Kramer_Inyokern_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Mountain_Pass_El_Dorado_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Southern_California_Desert_Solar Solar -           2,489      2,511      2,517      
Riverside_East_Palm_Springs_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Greater_Imperial_Solar Solar -           -           10            10            
Baja_California_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Utah_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Southern_Nevada_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Arizona_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
New_Mexico_Solar Solar -           -           -           -           
Distributed_Solar Solar -           5              5              10            
Geothermal Geothermal -           -           -           297          
Biomass Biomass -           3              5              5              
Small Hydro Small Hydro -           -           -           -           
Subtotal Wind -           1,490      2,320      2,622      
Subtotal Solar 4              4,917      6,012      6,056      
Total 4              6,725      9,200      9,909      

Existing and Future Contracts with New Builds (MW) - Resources Currently 
without CAISO Resource ID or WECC CEC-RPS-ID
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Chart 3 

 

4. New Build Alignment with Reference System Portfolio 

As shown in Charts 4 and 5 below, the aggregate CCA portfolio generally aligns with the 

Reference System Portfolio as described in D.18-02-018. Both the aggregate CCA portfolio and 

CPUC Reference System Portfolio show utility-scale solar as a predominant resource, followed 

by in-state wind and battery storage.  CCAs have planned for earlier deployment of battery 

storage and a greater percentage of wind energy, thereby voluntarily taking on a larger portion of 

renewable energy integration responsibilities than was suggested by the system reference plan.  

Table 4 below shows the actual aggregate CCA volumes used in developing Chart 5. 
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Chart 4:  CPUC Recommended Portfolio of Additional Supply Resources, Beyond Baseline, to Meet 42 MMT 
Planning Target 

 
 
Chart 5 

 
 
Table 4 

 

Resource Type 2018 2022 2026 2030
Instate wind -          920          1,532      1,609      
OOS Wind -          570          788          1,013      
Utility scale Solar -          4,906      6,001      6,040      
Geothermal -          -          -          297          
Battery Storage -          316          864          930          

Aggregate CCA New Build Resources by Type (MW)
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In comparison to the potential sites for renewable development in California and 

throughout the Western Interconnection derived from the RESOLVE model, the forecasted 

aggregate CCA new build resources in 2030 are well under the California Solar Base total potential 

of 108,780 MW (6,046 MW forecasted), California Wind Base potential of 7,233 MW (1,609 MW 

forecasted), and Geothermal Base potential of 1,808 MW (297 MW forecasted).16  With respect 

to specific in-state transmission zones in RESOLVE (Competitive Renewable Energy Zones), the 

only exceptions in exceeding the Base potential were in the Southern California Desert Solar, and 

the Northern California Wind zones.  For the Southern California Desert zone, under the Desert 

Renewable Energy Conservation Plan/San Joaquin Valley category potential of 8,533 MW, the 

forecasted 2,517 MW of new build solar falls below that.  For the Northern California Wind zone, 

310 MW of forecasted new builds were planned based on potential for repowering and/or further 

expansion, based on existing resources. 

With respect to Out-of-State site potential under the RESOLVE model, all of the forecasted 

aggregate CCA volumes in 2030 fit well under the Existing and New Transmission category. 

5. GHG Emissions Benchmarks 

As shown in Table 5 below, all of the CCAs forecast GHG emissions that are below their 

established GHG Emissions Benchmark targets as assigned in the Finalizing ALJ Ruling.17  In 

total, CCAs forecast emissions levels that are more than 50% lower than the benchmark.  The bulk 

of the GHG reductions came from the combination of renewable18 and carbon-free resources, but 

                                                 
16  Ibid. 
17  Ibid 
18  Pursuant to CPUC D.11-12-052 several CCAs included Portfolio Content Categories (PCC) 2 and PCC 3 
resources as RPS-eligible in accordance with the minimum and maximum levels prescribed.   

http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/156060.PDF
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other contributors included energy efficiency and behind-the-meter photovoltaic solar.  The CCAs 

used the CNS GHG Calculator with the prescribed generation profiles included in the template, 

with the exception of a few that also used the “User-specified GHG-free Power” section of the 

CNS GHG Calculator to enter resources with generation profiles not included in the GHG 

Calculator, such as ACS.  The proportion of renewable and Large Hydro/ACS resources used 

varied by CCA depending on their resource planning models and governing Boards’ preferences.  

Chart 6 below graphically compares the assigned emissions benchmarks for each operational CCA 

with forecasted emissions.   

Table 5:  2030 GHG Emissions Benchmarks and CCA Forecasted GHG Emissions Calculations 
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Chart 6 

 

6. RPS Requirements 

Through the combination of existing and new build renewable resources, all of the CCAs’ 

IRPs show plans that are projected to meet or exceed the RPS requirements of 1) 33% renewable 

portfolio by 2020; 2) 50% renewable portfolio by 2030; and 3) 21.45% long-term contracted 

renewable portfolio by 2021.19  On average, the CCAs forecasted a 42% renewable portfolio in 

2020, 61% renewable portfolio in 2030, and 32% long-term contracted renewable portfolio in 

2021.  Table 6 below shows the estimated percentages by categories by CCA, and charts 7-9 show 

forecasted procurement by the requirements listed above. 

 
 
 

                                                 
19 See http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RPS_Procurement_Rules_50/.  The RPS requirement for 2021 is 33%, 65% of which 
is required to be under long-term RPS contracts (33% * 65% = 21.45%). 

 -
 2.0000
 4.0000
 6.0000
 8.0000

 10.0000

2030 GHG Emissions Benchmark
(MMT)

CCA 2030 GHG Emissions Forecast per
2018 CPUC IRP Filing (MMT)

2030 GHG Emissions Benchmarks v. 2030 CCA Forecasted 
Emissions (MMT)

Redwood Coast Energy Authority Valley Clean Energy

San Jose Clean Energy Sonoma Clean Power

Clean Power San Francisco Clean Power Alliance

East Bay Community Energy Silicon Valley Clean Energy

Peninsula Clean Energy Marin Clean Energy

San Jacinto Power Rancho Mirage Energy Authority

Pico Rivera Innovative Municipal Energy Pioneer Community Energy

Monterey Bay Community Power Lancaster Choice Energy

Apple Valley Clean Energy

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RPS_Procurement_Rules_50/
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Table 6: Forecasted RPS Procurement Obligation Percentages 

 
 
Chart 7 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CCA

RPS % of 
Retail Sales 

2020

RPS % of 
Retail Sales 

2030

LT RPS 
Contract % 

of Retail 
Sales in 2021

Apple Valley Clean Energy 37% 53% 28%
Lancaster Choice Energy 36% 51% 27%
Monterey Bay Community Power 33% 50% 24%
Pioneer Community Energy 33% 50% 27%
Pico Rivera Innovative Municipal Energy 53% 53% 26%
Rancho Mirage Energy Authority 35% 51% 26%
San Jacinto Power 37% 53% 27%
Marin Clean Energy 34% 100% 43%
Peninsula Clean Energy 50% 100% 33%
Silicon Valley Clean Energy 50% 50% 23%
East Bay Community Energy 40% 57% 23%
Clean Power Alliance 63% 81% 62%
Clean Power San Francisco 51% 72% 44%
Sonoma Clean Power 50% 50% 36%
San Jose Clean Energy 44% 61% 49%
Valley Clean Energy 42% 50% 21%
Redwood Coast Energy Authority 33% 50% 24%

Average 42% 61% 32%
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Chart 8 

 
 
Chart 9 

 
 

7. RA Requirements 

Consistent with Public Utilities Code 380, all LSEs are required to participate in the 

Commission’s RA program.20  Accordingly, all CCAs are required to procure generating capacity 

                                                 
20 See http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RA/ and 
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?sectionNum=380.&lawCode=PUC for further 
information. 

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RA/
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?sectionNum=380.&lawCode=PUC
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meeting 115% of its expected monthly peak demand comprised of system, local, and flexible 

capacity.   

In their IRP responses, all of the CCAs listed their executed RA contracts and Existing 

Cost Allocation Mechanism (“CAM”) shares, but not all showed the respective resource IDs or 

volumes in the public filing.  Also, not all of the CCAs listed estimated future RA procurement 

volumes nor CAM shares not only due to uncertainty in what their future load may be, but more 

importantly, uncertainty around what the final requirements and allocations from the CPUC will 

be.  Those CCAs that listed estimated future RA procurement volumes were based on current 

CPUC requirements and allocations, modified by items such as escalator, contracted RA resources, 

and expected RA from new builds, adjusted for Effective Load Carrying Capability. 

Regardless of whether estimated future RA procurement volumes were listed or not, all of 

the CCAs are committed to complying with future RA requirements through the use of: 

• Existing RA Capacity procurement; 

• Planned RA Capacity procurement; 

• RA associated with planned renewable resource procurement; and 

• Allocated RA Capacity credits from Pacific Gas and Electric (“PG&E”) or Southern 

California Edison (“SCE”) CAM and Demand Response (“DR”) resources. 

IV. LESSONS LEARNED 

Having used the CNS GHG Calculator in developing their IRPs, CCAs offer the 

following lessons learned in order to facilitate future improvements to the CNS GHG Calculator 

to more accurately reflect the way LSEs contract in markets for their energy supply portfolio and 

their planning process to decarbonize the electric grid. CalCCA believes all stakeholders would 
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benefit from a workshop process to discuss refinement to the CNS GHG Calculator where parties 

can explore ideas for resolution of these issues and others that may be identified by other parties. 

A. More Specific Guidance for Completing Filing Templates 

Because the instructions for all the filing templates were vague, and that the templates did 

not account for a wide range of contracting and procurement practices, the templates were 

subjected to many interpretations. CCAs found it difficult to input contract nameplate data for 

specific resources, especially when resources that are used are not specified in the templates. 

B. Modeling BTM Solar as a Load Modifier 

CCAs view BTM solar as a load modifier that reduces retail load and lowers its loss 

adjusted load that must be procured in the CAISO market.  The CNS GHG calculator aggregates 

BTM solar generation as a supply resource used to meet its loss adjusted load. 

C. Modeling of ACS Supply 

CCAs have energy supply contracts with ACS suppliers like Bonneville Power 

Administration and Powerex to provide nearly GHG-free energy from specified resources with 

CARB approved emissions factors.  The CNS GHG Calculator does not provide a method to input 

ACS supply capacity and capture the low GHG emissions associated with ACS energy deliveries. 

D. Modeling of Block and Shaped Conventional Supply 

CCAs use fixed-price block and shaped conventional supply in combination with RPS and 

GHG Free supply to meet hourly load. The block and shaped supply hedges market exposure which 

can arise due to intermittent deliveries from RPS contracts or energy supply contracts that include 

market index-based prices.  The CNS GHG Calculator does not provide a way to model blocked 

and shaped conventional supply as a contracted resource and depicts the portfolio to be shorter 
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than actuality. The calculator will then assign the hourly system based GHG intensity factor to the 

short position.  If the block and shaped supply resource is less GHG intensive than the assigned 

hourly GHG intensity factor, then the calculator is overstating the portfolio GHG intensity. 

E. Using Nameplate MW Capacity to Model Hourly Deliveries 

The supply inputs for the CNS GHG calculator are resource specific nameplate capacities 

measured in MWs. The nameplate resources are then assigned a capacity factor and delivery shape 

to determine hourly energy deliveries. This methodology works well when modeling single 

physical resources where the off-taker is buying the both energy and capacity.  However, energy-

only contracts with single resources or multiple resources that specify only annual deliveries in 

MWh without specifying the nameplate capacity of the delivering resource are challenging to 

model using the current capacity template.21  CCAs are in various stages of development and newer 

CCAs have not had time to conduct long term Request for Offers (“RFOs”) of long-term physical 

energy and capacity Power Purchase Agreements (“PPAs”) and rely upon short term RPS bundled 

energy purchases.  These purchases are challenging to model using the current input format of the 

CNS GHG Calculator.  

F. Exclusion of PCC 2 and 3 Resources and Dramatic Change in GHG 
Accounting 

The May 25th CPUC ruling stated that use of PCC 2 and 3 RPS eligible resources would 

be excluded in this IRP cycle.  This is because the firm-and-shaped nature of PCC 2 product is 

incompatible with hourly energy modeling and GHG assignment of the renewable resource and its 

substitute delivering resource, and the energy is unbundled from RECs for PCC 3 products.  CCAs’ 

                                                 
21 See Footnote 7 for discussion of PG&E RPS Sales Solicitation Advice Letters. 
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resource planning involves extensive portfolio analysis and long lead times to meet its rigorous 

board approved RPS and GHG emissions targets.  CCAs have contracted large volumes of RPS 

eligible PCC 2 and limited volumes of PCC 3 resources under the existing regulatory framework 

that the annual energy delivery volumes were RPS eligible.  It is impractical to assume that 

between May 25th and August 1st IRP filing deadline that CCAs could react and implement a new 

IRP using a radically different hourly GHG accounting methodology that renders a large portion 

of RPS eligible PCC 2 and limited volumes of PCC 3 resources ineligible.  

G. BTM Combined Heat and Power Curtailment Tariff 

Some CCAs have large Combined Heat and Power (“CHP”) fossil emitting plants in their territory 

and are trying to develop a new tariff that would curtail CHP output during overproduction of 

renewable generation.  This tariff would dramatically reduce GHG emissions.  CCAs look forward 

to working with the CPUC to help improve the CNS GHG calculator to model these types of 

innovative GHG reduction methods. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

CalCCA thanks Assigned Commissioner Randolph and Assigned Administrative Law 

Judge Fitch for the opportunity to provide these comments on the OIR. 

 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
/s/ Beth Vaughan 
 
Beth Vaughan 
Executive Director 
CALCCA 
4391 N. Marsh Elder Court 
Concord, CA 94521 
Telephone: (925) 408-5142 
E-Mail: beth@cal-cca.org 

 
September 12, 2018 
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